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1. INTRODUCTION 
Boas [I] gave the definition of S-quasimonotony as follows: 
DEFINITION. A sequence {b,} is said to be Gquasimonotone if b, -+ 0, 
b, 3 0 ultimately and db, > - 6, , where (6,) is a sequence of nonnegative 
numbers. (Here db, = b, - b,,, .) 
In his paper, he proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let 0 < y  < 1, and let {b,} be Cquasimonotone with the 
condition x:,“=, ~8, < co. Then zI=‘=, b, sin nx converges to g(x), and 
Cl, n+b, converges ;f and only if x-yg(x) EL(O, r). 
M. Izumi and S. Izumi [4] (also see Boas [2, p. 551) generalized the integral- 
to-series part of Theorem B for 0 < y < 1, and gave Parseval’s formula. 
Also, Heywood [3] proved that x-‘g(x) EL(O, r) implies the convergence of 
cf, b, , where CzZr b, sin nx is the Fourier series of g(x). 
The aim of this paper is to prove a theorem concerning 6-quasimonotone 
sequences, and further to generalize the series-to-integral part of Theorem B 
and give Parseval’s formula. 
We prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that {qll} is a sequence of real numbers, and that 
Qn 3 0 ultimately, where Qn = C,“=, qk . I f  a sequence {b,} is &quasimonotone 
with the condition that CL, S,Qn converges, and if the series x.f, b,q, conver- 
ges, then the series CL, Q,Ab, converges absolutely and the formula 
holds. 
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Theorem I is a generalization of Robertson [6, Thm. 21. In his paper, he 
assumed that {Q,J is a positive and nondecreasing sequence. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that /3(x) is a nonnegative function on (0, x), that 
x/3(x) E L(0, r), and that qn and Qn are defined by 
p(x) sin nx dx, Qn = i qk 
k=l 
(n = 1, 2,...), (2) 
respectively. Moreover, suppose that a sequence {b,) is 6-quasimonotone with the 
condition that Cz==, S,Qn converges. Then the series Cr=‘=, b, sin nx converges to 
g(x), and the convergence of the series zz=, b,q, implies g(x) /3(x) EL(O, r) and 
Parseval’s formula 
holds. 
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that p(x) is a nonnegative function on (0, m), that 
x,5?(x) E L(0, P), and that R, are dejked by 
I 
1/n 
Ii, = n2 o x&4 dx + j” x-‘,!?(x) dx. 
1ln 
(4) 
Moreover, suppose that a sequence {b,,} is Squasimonotone with the condition 
that Cz=‘=, S,R,, converges. Then the series Cz==, b, sin nx converges to g(x), and 
the convergence of the series Cz=‘=, nb, Si’* x/3(x) dx implies g(x) /l(x) E L(0, r) 
and Parseval’s formula (3) holds. 
When we put /3(x) = x-7 for 0 < y < 1 in Theorem 3, the theorem implies 
the series-to-integral part of Theorem B. Also, if we set 6, = 0 for all n in 
Theorem 3, then we get Peyerimhoff [5, Thm. 11. 
We state the relation between Theorem 3 and Robertson [6, Thm. 61. 
In his theorem, he assumed the nondecrease of (R,J, but the assumption 
is unnecessary as it is clear in the proof of Theorem 3. And further he did not 
establish Parseval’s formula. He also assumed the condition CL, 6,,R,+1 < co 
instead of cb, 6,R, < 00, and supposed that Cz=l b,,AR, converges, 
instead of CCC1 nb, j:/” x/3(x) dx < 00. From (4) and (7), we get 
(2n + 1) jl”“;” xp(x) dx < - AR, < (272 + 1) j:‘” X/~(X) dx 
< - 2ARn-, < 2R, 
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for n = 2, 3,... . Then, since {R,} is nonnegative and nondecreasing, it is 
easily seen that the convergence of Cz=‘=, S,R,, is equivalent to that of 
Z:f, 4&l - Moreover the convergence of Cl, nb, Jy $(x) dx implies 
that of Czzp=, b,AR,, . Conversely, if Czztl, b,AR, converges, then 
gl & 1:‘” x&4 dx = bl 1: x,44 dx + ,fl b,,, [(n + 1) jy(“” X/~(X) dx/ 
G 6, s 1 x&4 dx + f &+A- AR,), n=l 
by the above mentioned inequality, 
s 
1 
< b, xj?(x) dx - f b,,AR, - f &,AR,, < co, 
0 ?t=l n=1 
from the condition Ab, > - 6, . Thus Theorem 3 is essentially equivalent 
to Robertson [6, Thm. 61. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1, 2, AND 3 
2.1. Proof of Theorem I. By Abel’s transformation, we get 
(5) 
Let N be the smallest positive integer such that bnQn > 0 for all n > IV. Since 
Ab, 3 - 6, , we have 1 Ab, 1 < Ab, + 26, . Then, since Q,, 2 0 ultimately, 
and since Cl, S,Q,, and XI=:=, b,q, converge, we get, for all n 2 IV, 
&l!&-“bk/ S&Q,lAb,+2~ &IQrtI 
k=l 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 
-t 2 k hcQ2, < D, 
k=N 
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by (5), where D is a positive constant. Hence xz=:, QnL3& converges absolutely. 
Thus, from (5), the sequence {bnQ,J converges to a nonnegative value. When 
{Qn} has at least a bounded subsequence, we have b,Q), ---f 0 (since (hnQn> 
converges and b, + 0). Then, by (5), we get (I). 
Now suppose that Qn + co. Then it has a nonnegative and nondecreasing 
subsequence (Qn$ such that Qnl 3 QV1, for each nk and all m > n,G . Since 
CzzT=, Q&r, converges absolutely and b, + 0, we get 
bn,Qn, == QrLk g Ah, d f  QTrL I 4, I - 0 as k-+co. 
ln=nii n,=nli 
Hence, since I:=, b,q, converges, we get, by (5), 
Thus (1) is obtained, and the theorem is proved. 
2.2. We require the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA A. Suppose that /3(x) is a nonnegative function which is not identi- 
cally zero on (0, a), and that x/3(x) EL(O, r), Let qn and Qlz be defined by (2). 
Then Q,, >, C ultimately, where C is a positive constant. 
Proof. Since x/I(x) E L(0, r), we get p(x) E L(7r/2, r). We have 
Q,, = tlpk = $ 5; /3(x) ‘OS ix ;?$E + ‘) ’ dx, by (37 
= ; jop(s) 
1 - cos(n + 8) x 
2 sin &c 
dx - b /1,6(s) tan + x dx 
=$~j,/‘+j~,~/3(x)1U~o?~~‘)xdx-$j~@(s)tan~xdx 
>$ j,“($x/3(x)]il -cos(n+;)x)dx 
+ t j:,, p(x) (1 - cos in + t) x) dx - $ ,1/3(x) tan t x dx 
- tan + x) /3(x) dx 
- tan + x) p(x) dx + o(1) (n - m>, 
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from the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. Now we put 
C = & /II” (+ x - tan $ x) p(x) dx + I:,, (1 - tan t x) /I(x) dx/ . 
Then Q,, > C ultimately. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we suppose that /I(x) is 
not identically zero. Since XI=‘=, S,Qn converges, we have xr=‘=, S, < co from 
Lemma A. Since &I, 3 - 6, , we get 1 db, 1 < db, + 26,. Thus, since 
b, -+ 0, we have 
+2f 6,=b,+2f S,<co. 
n=1 VL=l 
(6) 
Hence Cz=“=, b, sin nx converges to g(x). And, by Abel’s transformation, we 
get 
g(x) = i 4 
cos +x - cos(n + +> x 
(0 < x < Tr) 
7l=l 2 sin ix 
= zl 4 . &(xh 
say. Since D,(x) > - & tan $x (0 < x < n), we have 
I R(x)1 G R(x) + tan 2%. 
By Theorem 1, Lemma A, and (6), we obtain 
Hence g(x) /I(x) EL(O, v), and moreover we get 
Thus Parseval’s formula (3) holds, and the theorem is proved. 
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2.3. Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality, we suppose that /3(x) 
is not identically zero. Since p(x) > 0, we have, by (4) 
,.l/?l 
mr R, - R,-, = n2 i J x8(x) dx + 0 J 1/n x-‘/3(x) dx) 
- f(n - 1)” I::‘“-” @(x) dx + j,;,,.-, x-‘/3(x) dx/ 
= (32 - 1) ~~“x,kI(x) dx + ,:;“-“{x-z - (n - 1)a) $(x) dx > 0 
for n = 2, 3,... . Hence {R,} is a positive and nondecreasing sequence, and 
further 
(2n - 1) jy X/~(X) dx < - AR,-, < (2n - 1) [:““-” x/I(x) dx (7) 
for n = 2, 3,... . We put r, = - AR,-, (n > 2) and rl = R, . Then we get 
K, = c;=, yk . Since Cl, n6, fr x/3(x) dx and Czx=, S,R, converge, we have, 
from (7), 
fl b,r, < b,r, + f  b,(2n - 1) ,:““” x/3(x) dx 
n=a 
< b,r, + 3 2 4%+11’:‘” x/w dx 
?Z=l 
< b,r, + 3 f  nb, j-:x/l(x) dx + 3 f  n8, J‘iinxp(x) dx, 
n=l TX=1 
by the condition Ab, > - 6,) 
< b,r, + 3 f  nb,, jl’% xp(x) dx + 3 f  6,R, < 00, 
n=1 0 n=l 
using (4). Hence, from Theorem 1, cf, R,Ab, converges absolutely. Now 
we define qll and Qn by (2). By Lemma A, it is easily seen that for all sufficiently 
large n 
where C, is a positive constant. Thus CzX=lQnAb, converges absolutely. 
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Further, since {R,} is positive and nondecreasing, and since cf, R,Ab, 
converges absolutely, we have 
O,(bnQndCIR, F Ab,,<C, 5 RklAbkl-tO as n-t co, 
k=n k=n 
by (8) (notice that b, + 0). Hence, from (5), Czzpp, bnqn converges. Also, it is 
clear that CL, S,,Q,, converges. Thus this theorem is a consequence of 
Theorem 2. 
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